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Here we are in a new fiscal year (April 1st). We
finished off the last fiscal year with no carryover of
any funds from the previous year. We were allowed
to spend the extra funds we had on equipment to
help us do our jobs. We purchased some OxiMeters,
CO detectors, hand held radios, BluLink headset
adaptors and more.
With the COVID-19 situation, we are not doing any
classroom work or training until further notice.
Although I would suggest that you take some time to
Alton King, Director General
go on-line and view some of our training files in our
PEP Air - CASARA
provincial website (www.embc-air.org/members). If
you don't have access to the members section, drop me or Fred Carey a note and
we will get you up and running right away. If you do some of this on-line training be
sure to tell your AAD or Zone Commander so you get classroom credit for doing it.
We can also offer to any group that would like to do 'GoToMeeting' face-to-face
video conference calls. This has been done in a few areas within the province and
with great results. Drop me a note with the date and time that you would like to use
the system and I'll schedule it on the calendar. You can have up to twenty-six
cameras running at one time and 150 members on-line to view the presenter's
screen. This is a great time to use any and all of our equipment to keep yourself
current with how it all works. Use ForeFlight, inReach and any other equipment or
programs to make yourself knowledgeable.
We have submitted our request to EMBC for additional training funds but with the
COVID-19 situation, they have been too busy to review it to date. We are hoping to
have this settled soon.
If for any reason, you are not going to be available for an actual SAR, please take
the time to go on-line to TMMS.CASARA.ca and update your personal file stating
when you will be available, this will help the SC when they have to find crews.
When you insert a date and that date comes up you will automatically be placed
back on the roll call list. Try to keep this updated when things change for yourself.
On our website under COVID-19 we have two documents that every member
should read and understand prior to accepting a tasking. These two documents are
also in the Document Section on ForeFlight. Every member has the right to refuse
a tasking at any time for any reason without consequences.
We are all hoping that this pandemic will quickly pass
and we can get back to what we do best. In the
meantime, practice self-isolation and STAY SAFE.

Alton

TO:
RE:
DATE:

All CASARA members
Accepting a Tasking during the COVID-19 pandemic
29 March 2020

To assure a safe operation by CASARA air and ground crews, as the COVID-19
situation continues to evolve, I'm publishing this reminder and guideline to all
CASARA members. I expect full compliance to these guidelines by
members before accepting a JRCC tasking. As citizens around the
world adapt their activities to fight the COVID-19 pandemic,
CASARA members are reminded of the need to follow
directives from health authorities as they conduct
their affairs. Actual search and rescue activities
may still be required during this emergency. Your
medical fitness for a CASARA tasking is always
a key personal commitment as a volunteer,
however, should you receive an air or ground
tasking during the COVID-19 pandemic, your
Zone Commander will want to ensure that you are
both available and comfortable in accepting the
tasking. During a tasking, you will be in a confined
space either in a plane or a motor vehicle. Therefore, you
should consider the following guidelines before accepting a
tasking (You are currently not experiencing a cough, fever or
difficulty breathing. You have self-isolated for fourteen days after you
have returned if you travelled outside Canada. You have practiced physical
distancing, staying two meters away from others. To your knowledge, you have
not been in physical contact with someone who has been exposed to COVID-19.
You are not awaiting results from a COVID-19 test.) At any time, members can
accept or decline a tasking. By ensuring that members accepting a tasking follow
these guidelines, CASARA can better create safe conditions for the conduct of
taskings. Thank you for your support in fighting COVID-19.
Simon Cousineau CASARA VP. Training & Operations

Photos: Trevor Black.
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Continued on next page.
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From previous page - Zone Commander Meeting.

The meeting included a
visit to JRCC in Esquimalt.
Major Kevin Howe gave us
the tour and explained how
they operated. One side of
the space is occupied
primarily by those involved
in marine searches, the
other side by air assets.
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“New Initiatives, Challenging Times, Always Ready”
On 25 September 1997, at 1934, the VFR pilot of an R22 helicopter departed Numas Island BC in
very poor weather for a 14nm flight to Port Hardy. The pilot reported being 500' MSL (under a cloud
layer), and at 1937, ATC lost radio contact with the aircraft. The aircraft was reported overdue, and a
night survivor flight was performed by a 442 Squadron Buffalo (First Officer Lt. Robert Evans – later
CLO) with nil results.
Three PEP Air aircraft from Vancouver Island Zone and several RCAF responded the next day, and
the search lasted one week before a 'search reduction' was authorized by JRCC Victoria. The pilot's
wallet was discovered recently, a 'training flight' was dispatched on 9 March 2020. I've been in
regular contact with the NOK, and McDonnell Detweiler are providing detailed image analysis of
terrain out to 8nm from CYZT. We will continue the search for this and several other aircraft using
training flights (when able), and satellite imaging to try and locate these aircraft.
A great deal of information on global pandemic COVID-19 has been provided by health authorities
via the media. Specific directives have been circulated by CASARA National to all the members of
the thirteen Member Organizations (MOs) of CASARA by President Frank Schuurmans, and from
within our MO 'PEP Air'. It is important to try and maintain an adequate SAR posture at each of our
twenty-three airbases in BC. All senior members in a zone should aim for at least one fully crewed
'green' aircrew, and a ground homing crew, for agency taskings. In a major SAR case we may have
to launch red crews, as operationally required. Our currency is down in all categories, and the focus
is always on rapid and robust operational response. Group in-person general training has ceased, all
efforts are now on rapidly dispatching certified crews on task, and maintaining adequate stand-by
SAR posture (for short sharp tactical engagements with minimal members). Academic training can
continue to be conducted using GoTo meetings.
Continued on next page.
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PTO - From previous page.
I was fortunate to Chair the 2020 National Training Officers' Conference (NTOC) in Winnipeg this
January. It has been said that 'a camel is a horse designed by a committee', however, with thirty-five
people in a room the conference proved much can be collegially accomplished. Many exciting
outcomes from that meeting will influence our response capacity and capabilities going forward.
One such initiative is the 'CASARA Academy', this 'virtual academy' will provide the objectives and
resources for new Training Programs for key specific positions (Pilot, Navigator, Spotter, Search
Coordinator, Ground Homing Specialist, Radio Operator, Instructor, and Examiner). At the moment
each Member Organization (MO) - every province and territory is an MO of the CASARA family - has
their own methods of training and certifying members, but are then required to maintain currency
according to the requirements of the CASARA National Training Manual. The CASARA Academy
initiative is led by the CASARA VP of Training and Operations Simon Cousineau, in consultation with
NCLO Major Courselles, and the CASARA Board of Directors. Note that all training in SAR has the
objective of gaining and retaining proficiency.
A Faculty of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) will be required to develop the Terms of Reference,
objectives, position-specific training materials, examinations, and operational Standards, in the same
manner as the RCAF. The SMEs may travel to MOs to provide instruction where indicated. A task
force of several PTOs will be assembled, and the academy will slowly but progressively produce the
required training materials.
At the same NTOC the issue of 'currency' for an Assistant Search Master was discussed. This matter
was originally raised by the NCLO in 2019. We agreed that the currency period for an A/SM be ten
years from course completion, and this may be reset if a refresher course has been completed, or by
participation in an actual major SAR case. The CASARA Board of Directors will further discuss this
issue at the end of May.
Continued on next page.

CASARA Virtual
Trainer (CVT)
instructors Steve
Bridger (left) and
Dave Pelletier
(seated) viewing
the CVT instructor
screen at ZBB.
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PTO - Continued from previous page.
In SRR Victoria the first such A/SM Refresher Course was conducted (8-13 March) by JRCC Victoria.
Unfortunately, the course was truncated as one of the officers from 442 Squadron became ill. Out of
an abundance of caution, and with a backdrop of COVID-19, the course was suspended.
The CASARA Handbook is undergoing substantial change. As Chair of the Working Group updating
the 2016 Handbook we are almost complete. The Handbook has 'mission flow', crew-specific
Checklists, and is aligned to the current CAMSAR, CLO Reference Guide, and National Training
Manual. It will be easily updateable by members as required. A brief on the project was provided at
the Spring Executive and Zone Commanders' meeting in Victoria (1 May), and for the NTOC.
Some recent provincial level training was cancelled in SEA Zone (Cranbrook), as was the Search
Coordinator Course (Abbotsford) due to pandemic guidance on gatherings and will be re-scheduled.
The last provincial training event was conducted in Haida Gwaii, and led by Asst. PTO McSorley,
along with Instructors from NWE Zone: ZC, ZTO, ZSO, and SC. This valuable training was designed
to maintain and bolster currency and to retain operational readiness on an isolated island, but a
valuable part of the PEP Air 'family'.
The next two Zone Operational Evaluations have been deferred. When travel restrictions have
expired, and conditions are suitable, SEA and VIZ Zones will be evaluated per the CLO Reference
Manual as soon as is practicable. SWE Zone is due in September, further advice will be provided in
the fall.
Lastly, at the 2020 NTOC I was honored to receive the RCAF 'Military Coin' from Major Wesley
Cromwell (A3 SAR), Major Claude Courselles (NCLO), and Captain Adam Rietman (442 T&R
Squadron). To my knowledge only four CASARA members have received the Military Coin: Gordon
Tessier (ON), Mike Blizzard (NB), Olivier Beyer (NS), and myself. Thank you!
As I write this article I note we are 561 members strong, yet our currency is slowly dropping due to
maintaining health recommendations in the pandemic outbreak. We need to train a little differently
from normal but targeted to the missions we perform, leverage any available resources, and remain
constantly prepared for any SAR activity mandated by our tasking agencies - even during challenging
times - 'that others may live'. Stay safe!

....meanwhile at ZBB, Cynthia’s
buddy Max sits in on a lecture.

Photo: Trevor Black.
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The message below was received from CASARA National.
It would be a good idea to have each of you go online and
mark yourself unavailable if in fact you are in self
quarantined. You need do nothing at this point if you are
available for a task. Thank you for all you do for PEP Air and
stay safe in this time of crisis.
Alton King
Director General

CASARA

If you, as a member of CASARA, do not want to or cannot participate in training
or a tasking, you should declare yourself unavailable in the Training and Mission
Management System (TMMS).
1. To do this, go to the TMMS website at https://tmms.casara.ca/
2. If you have not logged into the system before (or if you have forgotten your
passcode), you may set your own passcode by clicking the initialize or reset
passcode link. You will need to enter your member number and your primary
CASARA email (that would be the email address to which this email was
sent). Follow the instructions to choose your own passcode.
3. Once logged in, go to the My Information page on the left, if you are not
already on the page.
4. You will see a section that details your contact details and information;
at the end of this section there is a Modify button. Click or tap on it.
5. At the top of the form, there is a section called Vital Information, and the
second field is Available. Select Not Until and specify a date of your choosing.
Once this date has been reached, your status will automatically return as available.
6. Make sure your other details are up-to-date and correct, including your emergency
contact information.
7. Click/tap the Save button.
Marking yourself as not available will provide administrators and
search-coordinators a visual cue as to your status. You will continue to
receive emails and access to the CASARA website
Bill Ralph
National Administrator
CASARA National Office

CASARA

CASARA
“Neither snow nor rain
nor heat nor gloom of
night stays...”
...a CASARA man from
his appointed task!
Henry Ilg (pictured) and
Trevor Black, from ZBB,
search for an errant ELT
in South Surrey in January.

Photos: Trevor Black.
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Lt. Col. Steve Wallace
He grew up as a Boeing brat and was a CAP (Civil Air Patrol) cadet in his teens. His father
was an aeronautical engineer design manager at Boeing, working on the 737-777 lines. So
he grew up with aviation history. He belonged to Washington CAP Bellevue Squadron from
1968 to 1972 and received the Earhart (C/Capt.) award in1972.
In 1996, he returned to CAP as a senior officer, joining Overlake Composite Squadron,
starting out in Logistics, but loved AE. He was Overlake's AEO until transferring to Skagit
Composite Squadron where he became eventually became their squadron commander. He
was named the 1999 WA Wing Outstanding AEO and has a Master's Rating in AE.
He frequently taught workshops at the Washington Training Academy, usually ground team
or communications related before becoming their director in 2013.
He retired from being a medical social worker manager in October 2018, training over
eighteen social workers in his career. He taught workshops on psychotropic medications,
Medicare, Medicaid, dementia, long term care, behavior, depression and PTSD.
Steve moved to Canada in 2018. He retained his CAP membership and is a League
Representative for the British Columbia Air Cadet League of Canada as well as CASARA.

www.embc-air.org
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Still a Mystery...
On September 25,1997 a Robinson R-22 helicopter piloted by
Ted Masales went missing on a flight from a logging camp
located in Kingcome Inlet on the mainland to Port Hardy, weather
at the time was foggy and raining. His last radio call was from
Numas Island ( LKP ) located twelve miles northeast of Port
Hardy. A major search was conducted by 442 Squadron, Comox ,
along with aircraft and crew members from Port McNeill
CASARA, and many privately owned boats and fishing vessels.
The area from Numas Island to Port Hardy and back to the
mainland was extensively searched, nothing was found, it was
presumed to have gone missing in the Pacific Ocean, the search
was stood down. We at Port McNeill CASARA used the area for
training several times afterwards with no results.
On March 4, 2020 I received a call from Sandra Masales to
say that the pilot's wallet was found near the mouth of the
Quatse River which flows into the town of Port Hardy. The
wallet (at right) was found by a mother and her young
daughter when they were out for a walk along the
waterfront, it was sitting between two big logs. The condition
of the wallet and its contents are in amazingly good shape
after being out in the weather for twenty-two years. This
discovery strongly leads to the possibility that the Robinson
helicopter made it to Vancouver Island. We agreed that Port
McNeill CASARA/Pep-Air would use this area for training.
We completed three training exercises in March and will
continue when the COVID-19 outbreak is over.
Hopefully we will find something to solve the
mystery and bring closure for the Masales
families and their friends.
Bill Velie
Zone Commander
Vancouver Island

www.embc-air.org
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Stan Owen
Executive Member

I want to talk about the general aviation safety
campaign website, SmartPilot.ca. As a part-time
ground school instructor in Kelowna, I see many
instructional PowerPoint presentations and videos.
For those of you that haven't accessed SmartPilot
yet, you are missing out on a free, high-quality
aviation educational tool. Some background on
Smartpilot: CASARA owns SmartPilot and utilized a
NIF grant of over $600 to develop the content,
SmartPilot developers worked with Transport
Canada to create the content, the web site has a
number of high quality educational videos which are
recent and relevant to flying in Canada.

SmartPilot also has five individual SAR – Awareness PowerPoint presentations that are Transport
Canada approved for recurrency training. Anyone with extensive flight or SAR experience may apply to
become a presenter for these. The five presentations are on the following topics:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

How to Survive the Wait
Taking Off and Landing Safely
Pilot Decision Making
Winter Flying
Mountain Flying

The content and format of
the SmartPilot series are
the best that I have seen. The
SmartPilot intent is for CASARA
members, flying clubs, flight
training schools, and anyone flying to
use for self education. To date, it has
barely been utilized. I am putting it out
there for every Zone Commander, Deputy Zone
Commander, Training Officer and Area Air Deputy to
become a presenter and show it to at least one company
or flying club to increase knowledge around and use of
this website. We spent a lot of NIF grant money to have
SmartPilot created, now its time to roll with it and share
this resource with the general aviation community to help
educate and make all aviation enthusiasts safer.

!
o
i
r
e
Che
Stan

P.S. The above was written prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Until we are through this, of
course, we cannot personally meet with training companies or flying clubs. With our typically
extra time though, lets have fun viewing SmartPilot videos! Stay safe,
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Todd Mountain SAR
Below is a summary of a SAR on Todd Mountain. I
think it should be shared with every member in the
province as it shows that the smallest thing can
make a huge difference in an outcome. We did not
get very much media coverage only stating that an
aircraft spotted footprints. We need to step up our
social media and national media to get better
coverage of who and what we do within the
province. If you have a story to relate to the media,
please forward it to our Public Media person
Steve Van Wagoner
Trevor Black or Pat McSorley at the following:
Provincial Secretary
finchley@shaw.ca or pmcsorley@shaw.ca (250)
PEP Air-CASARA
384-3531.
Late Sunday night, February 2nd, Kamloops Area was called to aid Kamloops GSAR in a search Monday
morning for a missing 14-year old snow boarder at Sun Peaks resort. We were to provide one aircraft
and two spotters for a helicopter. The missing boarder had scanned in Sunday morning on the Mt. Todd
main ski lift but had not returned home by the end of the day. GSAR had been out all night. Upon arriving
in the search area we first heavily covered the Mt. Todd ski areas and the near out-of-bounds areas with
no success. Looking for ski or board tracks was useless as there were millions of them left over from the
weekend. Much of this area had also been covered by GSAR during the night. We then considered the
possibility that the boarder might have wandered a considerable distance below the ski area boundary
(into areas not covered by GSAR) and we began a search of the large flat area east of the main hill. A
skier this far down the hill would be stuck walking and could easily become disoriented in dense woods.
It only took a few minutes and the spotters located what appeared to be a snow covered shed in a small
clearing in the woods adjacent to an unplowed road. Upon circling the shed, footprints were seen leading
to the shed, nearly two kilometres from the nearest in-bounds ski area. Ground SAR Base was called
and a helicopter was dispatched while we climbed and circled and then guided the helicopter to the
shed. No one was spotted in the area and the helicopter departed, being unable to land in the deep
snow. GSAR sent a snowmobile team to the site. Turns out the shed was locked and the footprints
wandered into those very dense woods, a large area where a lost person would not find a clearing from
which to be seen by an aircraft. GSAR followed those footprints into the woods, finding a very cold young
person at the end of the tracks. A great success for teamwork!
For the training personnel within the province, we have GoToMeeting available to do any
necessary training, contact me so I can put it on the calendar so as not have two units trying to do
something at the same time. Keep safe everyone and we will keep you informed of any changes.

Alton King - Director General - PEP Air-CASARA - pepair.casara@gmail.com
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FROM THE DESK OF....
Warren McCormick
Provincial Safety Officer

Who ever said "May you live in interesting times" was
not thinking of these times. Hope you are all well and trying
to make the best of things. In this message I'm going to
update a few items from previous postings.
Safety at the National Level - The National Board of Directors has supported the development of a Safety
program. Roger Cormier of NS has been appointed as the National Safety Officer and Provincial Safety
Officers had a meeting in Winnipeg last January. The BOD is working on the executive structure for the
Safety program and the Safety Committee (all PSOs) is working on a committee structure and a national
safety manual or terms of reference.
Cockpit CO monitors - In a past post, I reviewed the issue with aircraft engines and Carbon Monoxide (CO),
since the leak of CO from the engine into the cabin can cause crew incapacitation in a very short period of
time. In my original post the safety committee recommended an electronic detector. While this is still the
best solution further research has found a better non-electronic or passive detector. Passive detectors are
generally cheaper but must be replaced as they have a fixed life-span and don't give an active alarm. The
passive detector that most pilots know of is the square cardboard with the coloured dot in the middle.
Research could not find much science behind it. Since then we have found a better passive detector called
Quanum Eye Carbon Monoxide Detector. It can be found at pilot shops. It seems to have better science
behind it, having better reactions and calibrated with actual CO exposures related to human response. In
one site it says it is regeneratable but the official stance is that it is single use once exposed to CO.
Bird Strikes - I described a report of a bird strike on a wing of a CASARA plane on a training mission. As
most of our flying is in the area where most birds fly it is a risk we have to accept. If a bird is spotted too
close what should you do? Given the speed and distances involved you will not likely have much to think
about it. The main thing to remember is that when confronted most birds (especially larger raptors) will dive.
Just keep that in mind. If the aircraft is struck, land at the first practical opportunity as you don't know what
has been damaged. If the worst happens, (bird strike on the windscreen) it would be prudent for all crew to
have eye protection. It would be best if they were safety glasses but regular glasses will provide some
protection. I had an accident when filling my car with gas, the hose had cracked where the hose went into
the nozzle and when I switched the pump on, the crack broke and gas sprayed directly up into my face.
Fortunately I was wearing my sunglasses, which was lucky because I usually leave them in the car so that I
would not put them down somewhere and loose them. All that was damaged was my clothes and I needed a
good shower.

Safety does not happen by accident
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Send it along!

Fog bank near Comox.

BA 747 being de-iced at YVR.

Photo: Dave Ilg

Photo: Dave Ilg

Socially distance aircraft at ZBB!
Photo: Ruth Ilg.

Proof of social-dis
tancing at English
Bay!
Photo: Sean Smit
h.
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CASARA

Zone Commanders, joined by other members of the SAR community, take time out
from their meeting in Victoria in February to attend the SAR Memorial behind the
Legislative Building for a moment of silent remembrance for those who have died
....that others may live.
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Keeping Track of Things
Sean Smith - ZBB

I finally had a chance to do a little playing around with my mapping software at the office and construct
line paths out of the point-based GPS track data from my tablet. These are screenshots of tracks from all
my flights in 2019. This includes one flight with Daniel Jun as Pilot-in-Command (PIC - purple line), three
CASARA flights where I was navigator (yellow tracks) and eleven tracks with Eugene as PIC.
Total distance logged is 4,589 nm (includes 242 in Nova Scotia), the actual total will be a bit higher,
there's a handful of flights where I forgot the tablet or it crapped out on me and didn't record a track. Fifty
flights logged (almost one a week!). Average length: 99 nm. Longest flight: 167 nm (Black Tusk/Whistler).
Total of 66 hours for 2019.
Tracks were recorded by FlightPlanGo running on a Samsung
Galaxy tablet, with a RAM yoke mount. The GPS tracks are
very detailed and accurate, and actually comprised of single
points recorded every second. The file format used by
FlightPlanGo appears to be intended only for use by that
platform, there is no option to export to other more common
formats, such as GPX or CSV. However, as the file is textbased, I have worked out a method of processing the data into
a regular CSV format, which can then be imported into Excel,
Google Earth Pro, or mapping software such as the ESRI
ArcMap which I use at work.
A colleague at work helped build a script to analyse the time
stamp from photos I took along the way with my pocket
camera, and uses the GPS track to assign a lat/long to each
photo, including a user-defined adjustment to allow for
inaccuracies in the camera's internal clock (say, if the clock is
57 seconds behind actual GPS time). Using a few photos that
clearly indicate your actual position allows you to derive a
calibration value. A timing difference of only one minute doesn't
sound like much, but remember even at only 90 kn, you are
travelling at the rate of 1.5 nm per minute! The only thing the
script doesn't do, of course, is tell you which direction the
camera was pointing!

Approaches and departures
at Boundary Bay in 2019.

Contour search pattern and
spotter call-outs during a typical
CASARA practice flight.
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Last January CASARA held a PTO/PSO conference for members with the
attendance of the military covering everything from operations, training,
and SAR cases. The conference involved members from across the
country and provided great coverage of the various topics. During this
event three members of CASARA were awarded an RCAF military coin for
their contributions. Captain Jeff Isenor, Major Cromwell, and Major Claude
Courcelles presented the Coin to Mike Blizzard and Oliver Beyer.
Mike Blizzard is a safety officer and ground homing specialist from
CASARA NB and has been a part of CASARA for over thirty years! Oliver
Beyer is a ground homing specialist from CASARA NS and has been a part
of CASARA for almost ten years! Captain Adam Reitman, Major Cromwell,
and Major Claude Courcelles also presented this award to Kym Trask.
Kym is an Assistant Search Master, Instructor and Search Coordinator
from PEPAir / CASARA BC who has been involved with CASARA for over
thirty years! These members have displayed great efforts in this
organization and in SAR. We thank these members for their effort and the
many years in CASARA.

that others may live!

from Linda Quon
Today's session was with Warrant
Officer Dave Knubley from 442
Squadron. CASARA members arrived
in Kelowna from Vernon and Penticton. We reviewed first aid techniques, procedures when in a
crash area or coming upon a scene which needs first aid and also what one would need in a
plane, first aid kit or even personal car. We had a PowerPoint presentation and review of CASARA
members on First Aid, Fire, Shelter, Signals and Food/Water (FFSSF). We checked different
weather patterns for when we would prioritize and place the FFSSF. Then it was homing ELT
exercises on a blustery windy day in Kelowna. A great day of learning from Dave.
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There was a crime spree on the evening of November 21 at our
airport. Five aircraft hangered at CAQ5 (Nakusp) were broken
into with various tools and pry bars, some aircraft suffered minor
damage, others had extensive damage. All the hangers were
forced open. Articles stolen include three headsets, a quad, two
portable generators, an outboard motor, an air compressor and
various tools used in kit aircraft construction.

If any pilots are offered a super good deal on headsets, they
could belong to your hanger-mates…we are all in this
together; please contact the RCMP.
Many thanks,
Vern Gustafson, Navigator
South East Zone, Nelson
Owner/pilot, GCOK, hangered CAQ5 (Nakusp)

Photo: Trevor Black.
Keeping their hand in with a little ground ELT practice at ZBB are
Lt. Col. Steve Wallace, Ruth Ilg and “Smokey”.
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Kamloops CASARA group recently
held a six week nav training session.
The trainees were: Jeptha Ball, Peter
Dent, Glen Fehr, Paul Kernot, Greg
Peace, Dave Thatcher, Orvin Walden
and Rick West. Our instructor was
Allan McNeely. Each session lasted
two hours. The course consisted of
map work, procedures, bearing and
distance calculations, nav log, CSAD
and MVFR drawings and area layout
along with hypothetical search
procedures and mission form work.
Some of these students had many
hours of spotter flying, while some
were pilots wanting refreshers and
some were brand new to CASARA.
Andrew McNeely

What a difference a pandemic makes. Trans Atlantic traffic, early April, 1500 hours in Europe.
FlightRadar24 screen shot - Trevor Black.
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There seems to be a little confusion with the email that was sent out stating that the RCAF is waiving all
currency requirements for a tasking. Just to clarify, that a certified/current crew will be used first if
available. If a member has fallen out of currency very recently, then we can still use that member on a
tasking. If a member was not current recently and is still not current then we can not use this member for
a task.
Below are two sites for more information on self-monitoring, self-isolation and isolation for COVID-19.
Know the difference: Self-monitoring and self-isolation for COVID-19.
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/publications/diseases-conditions/self-monitoring-selfisolation-isolation-for-covid-19.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/coronavirus-disease-covid-19.html
Stay Safe and CALM.
Alton King

-

Director General

-

PEP Air-CASARA

-

pepair.casara@gmail.com

This is an advisory that effective April 1st, 2020 there will be no more cheques
issued for payment to our members. If you have not already done so, please
send the Treasurer and myself a scan of a void cheque or a printout from your
bank account of the information required to set you up as EFT payments.
The Treasurer Dawn Salvail's email is: dawnsalvail@gmail.com
If you need more info please email me or call.
Alton King
Director General
PEP Air - CASARA
pepair.casara@gmail.com
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Who is
Sean Smith?

This newsletter requires input from you!
So, if you did anything, are, or will be
doing something in your Zone, let me
know (and thereby everyone else) with
a brief and snappy article...remember
however, that this is not the place for
the Great Canadian Novel, “How To”
pieces or those of an instructional
bent. These would best be placed as
links on our website, although
serialized articles are
acceptable...first and foremost, this
is a NEWSletter. Accompanying
interesting photos would be
to me,
m
e
h
t
d
wonderful but they should be
les, sen at
c
i
t
r
a
r
o
gf
captioned. Write them, get them to
Black
Lookin
Trevor shaw.ca
me and I’ll do the rest.
chley@
fin

The deadline for the next issue is July 31

